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PORTRAIT OF COLLEGE

BWEC serves with an objective of taking the light of knowledge to

the depths of darkness. The college is devoted to the root of providing qualitative

standards in Technical Education for students addressing the challenges of the

industry.

Bapatla Women’s Engineering College, a unit of Bapatla Education

Society established in 2009 to provide the best environment for teaching,

learning, research innovation and character building for women students.

Bapatla Women’s Engineering College has the finest of faculty and

a stimulating learning environment. It is a catalyst for new ideas, concepts, and

skills. The institute lays emphasis on providing value based education in the

technical field. It guides students to become globally competent technocrats.  It

intends to help students discover their various facets and attain their true

potential. Bapatla Women’s Engineering College provides opportunities for the

overall development of the students through a number of cultural activities,

sports and equipped with the resources to realize their dreams the moment

they step out from the Institute.
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It is always a pleasure to encourage the students of Bapatla Women’s

Engineering College for their industrious and acumen focus on the academic

ambitions. LUMINOUS2K16 - a technical magazine captured our student’s

devoted time, creative thinking and commitment to make an earnest attempt. I

am very happy to see the amount of enthusiasm of the contributors to the

magazine and wish the staff and students to extend the arena of knowledge  in

formulating a concrete foundation for both core and employability skills.

I wish the students and staff  a great success in their future endeavours.

PRESIDENT’S MUSINGS

M.Seshagiri Rao
President, Bapatla Education Society
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The happiness is unlimited to see Bapatla Women’s Engineering

College, confidently moving ahead with the college magazine LUMINOUS2K16.

It was possible by the extraordinary vision and immediate planning of the

principal, faculty and students. The role of college magazine is vital in promoting

the institutional infrastructure and academic growth. The dazzle representation

of collective work always brought laurels to Bapatla Women’s Engineering

College.

I wish the magazine a grand success.

SECRETARY’S MUSINGS

M.Nageswara RaoM.Nageswara RaoM.Nageswara RaoM.Nageswara RaoM.Nageswara Rao
Secretary, Bapatla Education Society
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I am very delighted and extend my hearty congratulations for

bringing forth the college magazine - LUMINOUS2K16.The magazine

portrays creativity and student’s dexterity.

I appreciate the efforts of students inspite of their class work,

assignments and mid examinations, balanced their schedule and tried

their best to take the dream ride in coming up with the magazine. The

management, faculty always enjoys to be the part of students activities

and they always extend their support and motivation to the students.

GOOD LUCK.

PRINCIPAL’S MUSINGS

Dr. Ch. Maruthi Devi
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"Perfection is not attainable. But if we chase perfection, we can catch excellence."

I extend my appreciative congratulations on the release of college

magazine LUMINOUS2K16.It is an annual college magazine which undoubtedly

creates a platform for the students of BWEC to showcase their talent. Having

its first edition launched in the year 2013, the college magazine has proudly

completed three years of its journey.

LUMINOUS2K16 has proudly offered the students an opportunity to

establish their creative work, opinions and promoted their self-esteem. To ensure

that the final copy of the magazine is commendable, all the efforts were

meticulously put together both by the students and faculty for the success of

the magazine.

Now on its fourth edition of LUMINOUS2K16 has firmly found its

place within the walls of this college, creating a name of its own and with its

each forth coming edition, we wish to take the magazine to further heights.

I wish LUMINOUS2K16 cast a light upon the thoughts.

VICE PRINCIPAL’S MUSINGS

Dr. D.V. Lakshmi
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HODs MUSINGS

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

It is an honour and privilege to pen for this wonderful magazine “LUMINOUS2K16”

as head of the department of ECE stream, that stands for excellence and continuously

sets the highest standards. I appreciate over whelming response and enthusiastic

participation of students in the college activates in the recent past all vouch for this. I

congratulate all the contributors and the editorial board for bringing out such a beautiful

magazine. I hope that this magazine assists the students to keep up the pace with

contemporary trends.
G. Krishnaveni

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

"Success is not final, failure is not fatal: It is the courage to continue that counts".

As the head of Computer Science & Engineering Department, I am extremely happy to

bring out this message that our college is going for its fourth magazine release

"Luminous2K16".  The department of CSE is striving hard towards the goal of providing

innovative and quality education with high standard to achieve academic excellence and

N. Kavitha

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

It gives me an immense pleasure to scribble a few words as a prologue to the

technical magazine LUMINOUS2K16. I am sure that this magazine will provide a platform

to the students and faculty members to expand their technical knowledge and sharpen

their hidden literary talent. I am hopeful that this literary work shall not only develop the

taste for reading among students but also develop a sense of belonging to the institution

as well.

Our students have done a very excellent job. This magazine shows their planning,

I. Haritha
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provides platform for the students to achieve their career goals. Developing an enthusiasm towards learning is

central to our success. Each and every faculty member of our team will enhance the experience of learning

through their enormous knowledge expertise. I sincerely hope that students will utilize the knowledge  resources

available with us to hone their skills to excel in their days.

 I congratulate all the students and staff who made tiring efforts to bring out of this souvenir and wish

them all success.

self – discipline and enthusiasm towards the work and hope they bring more laurels to the college on the whole.

Each article is entertaining, interesting and absorbing. I applaud the contributors for their stimulated thoughts

and varied tone in articles. My congratulations to the editorial board who took the responsibility for the arduous

task most effectively.

I extend best wishes for the success of this endeavour.
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ALUMNI VOICE
Greetings to the students of BWEC.I was a part of BWEC from 2011-

2015.This has helped me in gaining good knowledge about corporate world. I
came in search of top B. Tech colleges specially Women’s colleges in Andhra
Pradesh. After a lot of considerations, I eventually chose to be a part of BWEC
and today I am proud of being BWEC alumna. The faculty has wide knowledge in
their respective fields. I offer my gratitude to the Faculty for their continuous
unflinching encouragement in helping me throughout the journey from college to
HCL.  My advice to all the students is that aim high, dream big and do constant
efforts to turn dreams into reality and you will succeed in life. Your education and
hard work will always pay off; It is only a matter of time. There are many students
like you here in the Andhra Pradesh, who are doing B. Tech and have big dreams
what makes difference is to what extent one can go to fulfil their dreams. With
BWEC and under the guidance of faculty I can say that you are in good hands and
rest is up to you to perform. Good luck to you all in your current and future
endeavours. Go BWEC! With Best Wishes,

V.L. Sirisha Bandaru
2011-2015 BATCH

Humbled and honoured I am to be a part of the BWEC family which nurtured
me, my dreams and enhanced my personality. I nourished under the guidance of
the esteemed faculty, who never turned away in showing me the light towards my
goal. I am highly indebted to my Alma mater and have reverence from the bottom
of my heart. With all the support I received, I am delighted to say that I got placed
in the esteemed company Tech Mahindra.
To all those who are reading this...
"Believe in yourself and all that you are. Know that there is something inside you
that is greater than any obstacle”

Keep the spirits high.

M.S. Pratyusha
2011-2015 BATCH

College is the place where you live your life to the fullest and I am happy to
say that I lived to the fullest in my college BWEC. Academics, culturals, sports,
competitions whatever the activity is, encouragement and inspiration provided by
the faculty and friends is excellent. It gave me confidence that there is nothing that
cannot be achieved. I will forever be grateful for our college BWEC for what I am
today. I enjoyed every moment of my life in BWEC and hope that my juniors also
find their most precious  time  and  utilise it well.

V. Anusha Sri Meghana
2011-2015 BATCH

LUMINOUS2K16 12
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FAMOUS EFFIGIES
STEPHEN WILLIAM HASTEPHEN WILLIAM HASTEPHEN WILLIAM HASTEPHEN WILLIAM HASTEPHEN WILLIAM HAWKINGWKINGWKINGWKINGWKING

Stephen William hawking is a great and known scientist of the contemporary
world. He was born on 8th January 1942 at oxford in England. His father was a medical
researcher. He was recognized as a bright student in his early academics. But at high
school he stood third from the bottom of his class. Hawking along with his several friends
constructed a computer out of recycled parts for solving rudimentary mathematical
equations.

He was awarded the Enddington medal from the Royal Astronomical society
and the Royal society’s Hughes medal. In 1979, he accepted the post of Lucasian
professor of mathematics at the University of Cambridge. At the age of 67, he stepped
down and took up a post of director of research at Cambridge, starting emphatically that
he was not retiring.

Hawking quickly became a leading figure in the world of cosmology. His work
during the 1970’s led to the discovery that black holes emit thermal radiation. His revolutionary insights were
achieved by combining three previously separate areas of physics: quantum theory, general relativity and
thermodynamics.

                                             P. Lokeswari, III/IV ECE

TIMOTHY JOHN Berners-LeeTIMOTHY JOHN Berners-LeeTIMOTHY JOHN Berners-LeeTIMOTHY JOHN Berners-LeeTIMOTHY JOHN Berners-Lee
Sir Timothy John Berners-Lee was born on 8th June 1955. He is also known as

TimBL, an English computer scientist, best known as the inventor of the World Wide Web.
He made a proposal for an information management system in March 1989, and he
implemented the first successful communication between a Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) client and server via the Internet sometime around mid-November of that same
year.

Berners-Lee is the director of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), which
oversees the Web's continued development. He is also the founder of the World Wide
Web Foundation, a senior researcher and holder of the Founders Chair at the MIT Computer
Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL).He is a director of the Web Science

LUMINOUS2K16 13

Research Initiative (WSRI) and a member of the advisory board of the MIT Center for Collective Intelligence. In
2011 he was named as the Board  member of Trustees of the Ford Foundation.

 M. Pranaya Sree, III/IV ECE

Sir Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya Sir Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya Sir Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya Sir Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya Sir Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya (September(September(September(September(September-15-1861 to April-14-1962)-15-1861 to April-14-1962)-15-1861 to April-14-1962)-15-1861 to April-14-1962)-15-1861 to April-14-1962)
Sir MokshagundamVisvesvaraya was one of the greatest Engineers. He was

awarded the highest honour of the country Bharath Ratna in 1955.He took his degree in
engineering in 1884 and won the much coveted award the James Berkeley Prize.

Some of his unprecedented contributions in the field of engineering are Krishna
raja Sager dam(1911-31) across the Cauvery river, The Bangalore-Mysore Rail road,
Sharvathi Hydro-Electric Project at Jog Falls near Ahimoga, Visvesvaraya Iron and Steel
Plant at Bhadravati, Automated Flood Gate, The Bhatkal Harbour dams for Moosi and Iyasi
rivers near Hyderabad to protect the city from floods. Other contributions include Mysore
Bank, Mysore University and Government Soap Factory.

The famous Brindavan Gardens attached to the dam stand testimony to the
engineering skill and aesthetic sense of Visvesvaraya. Visvesvaraya was a dreamer, thinker and a man of action.
Sir Visvesvaraya says, “It is better to serve like steel than rust and wither away like Iron”. In memory of Sir
Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya September 15th is celebrated as Engineers Day throughout the country.

D. Himaja, II/IV ECE

Without a struggle, there can be no progress.
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SUDHA NARASUDHA NARASUDHA NARASUDHA NARASUDHA NARAYYYYYANA MURANA MURANA MURANA MURANA MURTHYTHYTHYTHYTHY
Smt.Sudha Narayana Murthy born on 19th Aug 1950 in Karnataka. She

was the first women engineer selected by "TELCO"  (now Tata Motors). She is
married to N.R.Narayana Murthy who is the founder of INFOSYS. She did her
B.tech in EEE from B.V.B College Of Engineering and Technology, Hubli. She stood
first in Karnataka for which she have received a Gold medal from chief minister
and completed her M.TECH in computer science from "Indian Institute of Science
and Technology", Bangalore.  She has written many books. Mostly published by
PENGUN (newspaper) which mostly deals with common lives. She received many
awards. Some of them are:

“The best teacher award” in 1995 for Rotary Club of Karnataka.
“Millennium Mahila Sherman” award.

“Padma Shri” in 2006 and Gold Medal from the Indian Institute of Engineers for   securing the first Rank
in M.tech of all the branches of Engineering.

V.SIVA SRAVYA, II/IV CSE

SWSWSWSWSWAMI VIVEKAMI VIVEKAMI VIVEKAMI VIVEKAMI VIVEKANANDANANDANANDANANDANANDA  A  A  A  A  (Januar(Januar(Januar(Januar(January-12-1863 to July-4-1902)y-12-1863 to July-4-1902)y-12-1863 to July-4-1902)y-12-1863 to July-4-1902)y-12-1863 to July-4-1902)
Swami Vivekananda is one of the Indian Hindu Monks. He was an avid reader in

a wide range of subjects including philosophy, religion, history, social science, art and
literature. In 1881 he cleared the fine Arts examination and completed a Bachelor of Arts
degree in 1884. Fichte’s philosophical and humanitarian virtues fuelled his national efforts.
As nationalism proved to be mode, he saw fit to carry out his ideals. Fichte was a man of
action and believed it is his duty to actively create a better world for humanity. In 1790
Fitches decoded a frame of mind which might easily lead to the life of a reformer and
wrote, “I wish not to merely think; I want to act”. “I have only one passion, one need, one
complete feeling of myself, that is to work for humanity”. In 1810, the new Berlin University
was set up with the path along lines put forward by Wilhelm Von Humbat. Fichte was
made its rector and also the first Chair of Philosophy. This was in part because of
educational themes in the addresses  because of his earlier work in Jena University.

P.HIMA SAILAJA, III/IV CSE

VIDEOGAME DEVELOPERVIDEOGAME DEVELOPERVIDEOGAME DEVELOPERVIDEOGAME DEVELOPERVIDEOGAME DEVELOPER
Ralph Henry Baer (Rudolf Heinrich Baer; March 8, 1922 –

December 6, 2014) was a German-born American video game
developer, inventor, engineer and was known as "The Father of
Video Games" due to his many contributions to games and the
video game industry in the latter half of the 20th century. Born in
Germany, he and his family fled to the United States before the
outbreak of World War II, where he changed his name and later
served the American war effort. Afterwards, he pursued work in
electronics. In 1951, while working at Loral, he was asked to build
"the best television set in the world". He proposed the idea of playing
games on television screens, but his boss rejected it. Later in 1966,

while working at Sander Associates, his 1951 idea came back to his mind and he would go on to develop eight
hardware prototypes. The last two (the Brown Box and its de/dt extension) would become the first home video
game console, the Magnavox Odyssey. In 2004, he was awarded to the “National Medal of Technology”.

M.ANUSHA, III/IV CSE
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Mistakes are the portals of Discovery.
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BILL GABILL GABILL GABILL GABILL GATESTESTESTESTES

Bill Gates founded Microsoft

in 1976 when he formed a contract

with MITTS (Micro Instrumentation

and Telemetry Systems) to develop

a basic operating system for their new

microcomputers. In the early days Bill-

Gates would review every line of

code. He was also involved in several

aspects of Microsoft’s business such

as packing and sending off orders.

The big break for Microsoft came in

1980 when IBM approached them for a new BASIC operating system for its new computers. In the

early 1980s IBM was by far the leading PC manufacture. However, increasingly, there developed many

IBM PC clones; (PCs developed by other companies compatible with IBM’s). Microsoft worked hard to

sell its operating system to these other companies. Thus Microsoft was able to gain the dominant

position of software manufacture just as the personal computer market started to boom. Since its early

dominance, no other company has come close to displacing Microsoft as the dominant provider of

computer operating software.

P.DEEPIKA, IV/IV EEE

HIPPOCRAHIPPOCRAHIPPOCRAHIPPOCRAHIPPOCRATESTESTESTESTES

Hippocrates (460 – 377 BC) –-

Hippocrates was a great Doctor of Ancient

Greece. Through his careful examination of

patients, treatments and success rates, he

was able to vastly improve his medical

treatment. Hippocrates built up one of the

great libraries of medical science in Kos. He

is also credited with the Hippocratic Oath

which is still sworn today by medical

practitioners.

G.BHAGYA LAKSHMI, IV/IVEEE
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Hope is a waking dream.
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RAIN   ENHANCEMENT   SCIENCERAIN   ENHANCEMENT   SCIENCERAIN   ENHANCEMENT   SCIENCERAIN   ENHANCEMENT   SCIENCERAIN   ENHANCEMENT   SCIENCE
Rain technology was developed to overcome the problem of cloud

computing and current existing problem on accessing internet. Rain
technology was developed by the California Institute of technology, in
collaboration with NASA’s Jet Propulsion laboratory and the DARPA. Rain
technology provide an efficient method for fault tolerance in different topologies
which is not covered by cloud computing. We have described how fault
tolerance, load sharing, always availability of node is possible in RAIN
technology by implementing them on different topology. RAIN, which stands
for Reliable Array of Independent Nodes, is also called channel bonding, or

ARENA OF ESSENTIALS

NIKNIKNIKNIKNIKOLOLOLOLOLA PHONE CASE HARVESTS RF ENERGYA PHONE CASE HARVESTS RF ENERGYA PHONE CASE HARVESTS RF ENERGYA PHONE CASE HARVESTS RF ENERGYA PHONE CASE HARVESTS RF ENERGY
While the Nikola looks like a regular I Phone case, it does much more than

simply house your smart phone in a different enclosure. Instead, it comes with
integrated hardware that allows it to harvest RF signals that it then converts to
usable energy that goes straight into your smart phone’s battery. Using a proprietary
harvesting technology, the case take RF energy that will otherwise be lost to the
either and converts it to DC power. It feeds that power in small trickles directly to
the phone’s battery, allowing you to enjoy extra juice without having to plug in
throughout the course of the day.

T.L. PRATHYUSHA, S. NIHARIKA, III/IV ECE

KNACK OF BLKNACK OF BLKNACK OF BLKNACK OF BLKNACK OF BLUE EYESUE EYESUE EYESUE EYESUE EYES
The world of science cannot be measured in terms of development and

progress. It shows how far human mind can work and think. It has now reached to
the technology known as “Blue eyes technology” that can sense and control human
emotions and feelings through gadgets. The eyes, fingers, speech are the elements
which help to sense the emotion level of human body. The basic idea behind this
technology is to give the computer the human power. We all have some perceptual
abilities.

random array of independent nodes. Basically Rain technology has come up with the different network
solutions over the internet such as nodes failure, traffic congestion, link failure and data lost. It is a
cluster of nodes linked in a network topology with multiple interfaces and redundant storage. RAIN can
provide fully automated data recovery in a local area network or wide area network even if multiple
nodes fail.

D. HIMAJA, II/IV ECE

That is we can understand each other’s feelings. For example we can understand ones emotional
state by analyzing his facial expression. If we add these perceptual abilities of human to computers
would enable computers to work together with human beings as intimate partners. The “BLUE EYES”
technology aims at creating computational machines that have perceptual and sensory ability like
those of human beings. This implements a new technique known as Emotion Sensory World of Blue
eyes technology which identifies human emotions (sad, happy, excited or surprised) using image
processing techniques by extracting eye portion from the captured image which is then compared with
stored images of data base.

P.TEJA SREE, II/IVECE

A Good Decision is based on Knowledge and not on numbers.
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I POINT 3D - USING FINGERS AS A REMOTE CONTROLI POINT 3D - USING FINGERS AS A REMOTE CONTROLI POINT 3D - USING FINGERS AS A REMOTE CONTROLI POINT 3D - USING FINGERS AS A REMOTE CONTROLI POINT 3D - USING FINGERS AS A REMOTE CONTROL
The IPoint 3D allows people to communicate with a 3-D display through

simple gestures.  The 'I Point 3D' allows people to communicate with a 3-D display
through simple gestures - without touching it and without 3-D glasses or a data
glove. The heart of IPoint 3D is a recognition device not much larger than a keyboard
that can be suspended from the ceiling above the user or integrated in a coffee
table. Its two built-in cameras detect hands and fingers in real time and transmit the
information to a computer

The system responds instantly, as soon as someone in front of the screen
moves their hands. No physical contact or special markers are involved. The small

NEW WNEW WNEW WNEW WNEW WAAAAAVE IN TECH: HACKING THE BRAINVE IN TECH: HACKING THE BRAINVE IN TECH: HACKING THE BRAINVE IN TECH: HACKING THE BRAINVE IN TECH: HACKING THE BRAIN
2016 consumer Electronics Show a new breed of neuro-hacker is finding

ways to capture and manipulate brainwaves to improve health, with potential to help
the severely handicapped.

A number of the innovations were on display at the Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas, where computer scientists and biomedical experts showcased
ways to tap into and use brain signals.

The "mind control" headband unveiled by startup Brain Co effectively hacks

CELLONICS TECHNOLOGYCELLONICS TECHNOLOGYCELLONICS TECHNOLOGYCELLONICS TECHNOLOGYCELLONICS TECHNOLOGY
Are you tired of slow modem connections? Cellonics Incorporated has

developed new technology that may end this and other communications
problems forever. The new modulation and demodulation technology is called
Cellonics. In general, this technology will allow for modem speeds that are
1,000 times faster than our present modems. The development is based on the
way biological cells communicate with each other and nonlinear dynamical
systems (NDS). Major Telco’s, which are telecommunications companies, will

device is equipped with two FireWire cameras - inexpensive, off-the-shelf video cameras that are easy to install.
In addition to its obvious appeal to video game players, IPoint 3D can also be useful in a living room or office, or
even in a hospital operating room, or as part of an interactive information system. "Since the interaction is
entirely contactless, the system is ideal for scenarios where contact between the user and the system is not
possible or not allowed, such as in an operating with the finger is the remote control of the future.

S.AKHILA TEJA, S.V.RESHMA, III/IV ECE

benefit from the incredible speed, simplicity, and robustness of   this new technology, as well as individual users.
In current   technology, the ASCII uses a combination of ones and zeros to display a single letter of the alphabet
(Cellonics, 2001).The Cellonics technology came about after studying biological cell behaviour. The study showed
that human cells respond to stimuli and generate waveforms that consist of a continuous line of pulses separated
by periods of silence. The Cellonics technology found a way to mimic these pulse signals and apply them to the
communications industry. The Cellonics element accepts slow analog waveforms as input and in return produces
predictable, fast pulse output, thus encoding digital information and sending it over communication channels.

B.TIRUPATHAMMA, II/IV ECE

into brain signals with a range of possible applications—from helping to improve attention spans, to detecting
disease, controlling smart home appliances or even a prosthetic device.

The device "translates your brainwaves into electronic signals Brain Co demonstrated how a person
could use the headband to manipulate a prosthetic hand—a potential life-changer for those paralyzed or missing
limbs.  "These signals can be used to control objects like a prosthetic hand," .You can turn the lights on or off just
by focusing on that." The device designed by scientists from Harvard and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
employs "neuro feedback," a means of allowing people to control their brain waves for various purposes

A.KRISHNAVENI, A.L.SIRISHA, III/IV ECE

LUMINOUS2K16 17

The True Sign of intelligence is not Knowledge but imagination.
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USB FOREHEAD COOLERUSB FOREHEAD COOLERUSB FOREHEAD COOLERUSB FOREHEAD COOLERUSB FOREHEAD COOLER
Keep   those suffering parts of your body cool during the hot

days in the summer, thanks to this clever thermoelectric gadget by
Thanko. The USB Forehead Neck Cooler is simple but effective: wear
the band around your forehead or neck so the USB-powered  Peltier
unit keeps the front or back of your head at an average temperature
of 22°C (72°F) even when the weather is roasting. Since it's powered
by USB, you can hook it up to your computer while you are slaving
away at your desk. You could also connect it to your phone or tablet
so you stay cool when out and about. It is flexible how you use it,

TECHNOLOGY GOES UNDER SKINTECHNOLOGY GOES UNDER SKINTECHNOLOGY GOES UNDER SKINTECHNOLOGY GOES UNDER SKINTECHNOLOGY GOES UNDER SKIN
Researchers at the University of Melbourne are

investigating the growth in a new type of technology, inserted
under the skin and set to revolutionize the way we gain access
to our homes, our bank accounts and use in public transport.
These insertable technologies are no longer part of science
fiction. Digital devices have become more powerful and are now
small enough to be inserted into the human body. Since 1998,
people have been using this technology similar to a pet microchip,

APPLE-3DAPPLE-3DAPPLE-3DAPPLE-3DAPPLE-3D
New TV technology patented by Apple promises 3D television with

a holographic display. Recently, the US Patent & Trademark Office published
a patent filed by Apple last year, entitled "Three-Dimensional Display
System”. Inventor, Christophe Krah, who also invented Apple's multi-touch
applications, describes this new TV. Technology as an advanced three-
dimensional display system that allows users to touch and manipulate
floating holographic images. This "Star Wars" inspired technology describes
a 3D television that would project holographic images in space allowing
users to grasp, rotates and pushes them around like objects. This

since you can wear it around your neck, forehead, back of the head, or even other parts of your body.
CH.SANTHI ANGEL, V.JWARITHA, III/IV ECE

holographic technology would also be available on future generation iPods and other Apple devices
SK.AFSHAN RUHI, III/IV CSE

to turn on lights, open doors and access computers. These inserted microchips are passive that means
they only give off a signal when they are at close range to a home scanning point.

While there are still many issues to discuss around this new technology, the devices can offer
great convenience. An insertable device reflects an individual's personal choice that can allow us to
open secure entrances, access our accounts without referring to passwords, grant us access to our
work places and in future even take us home on a train.

Y.DHANA LAKSHMI, III/IV CSE

LUMINOUS2K16 18

We must accept finite disappointment, but never lose infinite hope.
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GOOGLE’S BALLOONGOOGLE’S BALLOONGOOGLE’S BALLOONGOOGLE’S BALLOONGOOGLE’S BALLOON
Google's balloon-powered high-speed Internet service known as

"Project Loon" began its first test in Sri Lanka. The Information and
Communication Technology Agency Chief Muhunthan Canagey said, one
of the three balloons that will be used in the trials entered Srilankan airspace.
Canagey told that the first balloon entered into our airspace launched from
South America". Google team tried to test flight controls, spectrum efficiency
and other technical matters. The government announced that it would take

HACKINGHACKINGHACKINGHACKINGHACKING
Researchers at MIT and Texas Instruments have developed a new type

of radio frequency identification (RFID) chip that is virtually impossible to hack. If
such chips were widely adopted, it could mean that an identity thief couldn't steal
your credit card number or key card information by sitting next to you at a café
and high-tech burglars couldn't swipe expensive goods from a warehouse and
replace them with dummy tags. The researchers presented their research at the
International Solid-State Circuits Conference in San Francisco. According to
Chiraag Juvekar, a graduate student in electrical engineering at MIT designed
the chip is to prevent so-called side-channel attacks. Side-channel attacks analyze
patterns of memory access or fluctuations in power usage when a device is

SMARSMARSMARSMARSMART PHONES COULD GENERAT PHONES COULD GENERAT PHONES COULD GENERAT PHONES COULD GENERAT PHONES COULD GENERATE OWN POWER WITH NEW COATE OWN POWER WITH NEW COATE OWN POWER WITH NEW COATE OWN POWER WITH NEW COATE OWN POWER WITH NEW COATINGTINGTINGTINGTING
A transparent material that can be attached to a smart phone’s touch screen

could help the device generate electricity whenever anyone taps it, researchers in
china say. Using a touch screen typically involves finger taps, and scientists at
Lanchow University in china reasoned that the mechanical energy from these
motions could be converted into electricity to charge the phone’s batteries, which
could significantly to extend the working time of these portable device.   This rubber
contains the 700 nanometres and 140 times thinner than the average width of a
human hair. Whenever such nanowires are bent-for instance, anyone taps on the
material-they generate electricity, a phenomenon known as piezoelectricity. The

a 25 percent stake in a joint venture with Google to deliver a high-speed Internet service powered by
helium-filled balloons. Further 10 percent of the joint venture would be offered to existing telephone
service providers on the island. It promises to extend coverage and cheaper rates for data services.
Service providers will be able to access higher speeds and improve the quality of their existing service
once the balloon project is up and running. The balloons, once in the stratosphere, will be twice as high
as commercial airliners and barely visible to the naked eye.

R.NAVYA, III/IV CSE

performing a cryptographic operation in order to extract its cryptographic key. So you need to execute
the cryptographic algorithm with the same secret many times to get enough leakage to extract a complete
secret. One way to thwart side-channel attacks is to regularly change secret keys. In that case, the
RFID chip would run a random-number generator that would spit out a new secret key after each
transaction.

N.HARINI, III/IV CSE

scientists noted that the results of future research could help their material generate more current to
efficiently recharge the batteries of mobile devices. K.VINEETA, II/IVCSE

LUMINOUS2K16 19

Since we can’t  change the reality,let us change the eyes which see reality.
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HOT SELLERSHOT SELLERSHOT SELLERSHOT SELLERSHOT SELLERS
Vehicle movement tracked street lightening of highways

A project is designed to detect vehicular movement on highways, and
then to switch on only a block of street lights ahead of it (vehicle), and hence to
switch off trailing lights to save energy. This proposed system provides a solution
that saves energy by sensing an approaching vehicles and then switching on a
block of street lights ahead of the vehicle. As the vehicle passes by, the trailing
lights get switched off automatically and thus we save a lot of energy .While

SMARSMARSMARSMARSMART GRIDT GRIDT GRIDT GRIDT GRID
“Smart grid” generally refers to a class of technology people

are using to bring utility electricity delivery systems into the 21st
century, using computer-based remote control and automation.
These systems are made possible by two-way communication
technology and computer processing that has been used for decades
in other industries.  They offer many benefits to utilities and
consumers mostly seen in big improvements in energy efficiency
on the electricity grid and in the energy user’s homes and offices.

WEARABLE SWEAWEARABLE SWEAWEARABLE SWEAWEARABLE SWEAWEARABLE SWEAT SENSORS COULD TRACK YOUR HEALT SENSORS COULD TRACK YOUR HEALT SENSORS COULD TRACK YOUR HEALT SENSORS COULD TRACK YOUR HEALT SENSORS COULD TRACK YOUR HEALTHTHTHTHTH
Blood tests allow doctors to peer into the human body to analyse

people's health. But in the future, there may be a less invasive ways to
obtain valuable information about a person's health. Scientists explained
in a new study, wearable sensors that use human sweat to look for signs of
disease. Sweat is a rich source of chemical data that could help doctors to
determine what is happening inside the human body. Perspiration is loaded

there are no vehicles on the highway then all lights remain off. The lights remain on with 10% intensity
.As the vehicle approaches, the same block of streetlights switch on and reach up to 100% intensity,
and then, as the vehicle passes by, the trailing lights revert back to 10% intensity again. Such kind of
intensity is controlled by pulse width modulation (PWM) generated by 8051 microprocessor family.

P.SRAVANI, III/IV EEE

with molecules, ranging from simple electrically charged ions to more complex proteins, and doctors
can use sweat to diagnose certain diseases, uncover drug use and optimize athletic performance, they
said. "Sweat is pretty attractive to target for non-invasive wearable sensors, since it's, of course, very
easy to analyse - you don't have poke  the body to get it – and it has a lot of information about one's
health in it.

P.SOWJANYA, IV/IV EEE

Much in the way that a “smart phone” these days means a phone with a computer in it, smart grid
means “computerizing” the electric utility grid. It includes adding two-way digital communication
technology to devices associated with the grid. Benefits include enhanced cyber-security, handling
sources of electricity like wind and solar power and even integrating electric vehicles onto the grid.

T.SRIDEVI, IV/IV EEE

LUMINOUS2K16 20

Work out your own Salvation.Do not depend on others.
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IRIS NASAIRIS NASAIRIS NASAIRIS NASAIRIS NASA’S NEW SOL’S NEW SOL’S NEW SOL’S NEW SOL’S NEW SOLAR TELESCOPEAR TELESCOPEAR TELESCOPEAR TELESCOPEAR TELESCOPE
NASA is preparing a new mission to the sun. A new telescope

is planned to observe the area between the sun’s surface and the
corona, its upper layer which is about a thousand times hotter than
the solar surface. IRIS, NASA’s Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph
is a small satellite which will observe solar activity from a polar earth
orbit at a height of about 600km. It is expected to send clear and
sharp images, which will be more detailed than ever before, back to
Earth. These images are to be entered into computer models which

NEW FUEL CELL CLEANS UP POLLNEW FUEL CELL CLEANS UP POLLNEW FUEL CELL CLEANS UP POLLNEW FUEL CELL CLEANS UP POLLNEW FUEL CELL CLEANS UP POLLUTION AND PRODUCES ELECTRICITYUTION AND PRODUCES ELECTRICITYUTION AND PRODUCES ELECTRICITYUTION AND PRODUCES ELECTRICITYUTION AND PRODUCES ELECTRICITY

MAKE LIGHTING EASY WITH SMARMAKE LIGHTING EASY WITH SMARMAKE LIGHTING EASY WITH SMARMAKE LIGHTING EASY WITH SMARMAKE LIGHTING EASY WITH SMART LEDT LEDT LEDT LEDT LEDsssss
Smart LEDs, also known as addressable LEDs.

They are a newer development in the world of optoelectronics. Smart LEDs
are most commonly RGB LEDs with an integrated driver that  accepts
data in some form. The data format often varies based on the internal LED
driver. These LEDs are often advertised as products such as neopixels,
addressable, or by their driver’s part number.  These LEDs allow the user
to use a small number of I/O pins, often 1 or 2 to push new data out to the
LED drivers.

will show how energy and material is transferred from the surface of the sun to its outer atmosphere.
This region has an impact on our planet’s climate and also influences what is called space weather, the
conditions that prevail between the planets. IRIS will observe several ranges of temperature, up to a
million degrees celsius during solar flares. Scientists have been wondering for a long time why
temperatures in the sun’s corona are considerably hotter than they are on the star’s surface. They know
little about the area in between; where high energy plasma moves back and forth and where the sun’s
ultraviolet emissions are generated. The mission is scheduled for two years but could last longer.

V.VOOHA CHANDRIKA, IV/IV EEE

V.ARUNA KUMARI, IV/IV EEE

A fuel cell that uses pollution from coal and metal mines to generate electricity, solving serious
environmental problems while providing a new source of energy. In the new study, Bruce E. Logan and
colleagues point out that so-called Acid-Mine Drainage(AMD) is a serious environmental problem that
threatens the health of plants and animals as well as the safety of drinking-water supplies, due mainly
to the high acidity of contaminated waters and its high content of metals, particularly Iron. AMD possess
difficult and costly environmental clean-up problems. They describe development of a new type of fuel
cell that is based on microbial fuel cells, which are capable of generating electricity from wastewater.
Using a solution similar to AMD, they showed that the device efficiently removed dissolved iron from
the solution while also generating electricity at power levels similar to conventional microbial fuel cells.
Improvements in the fuel cell will lead to more efficient power generation in the future, the researchers
say. The iron recovered by the device can be used as a pigment for paints or other products.

T.DHANA LAKSHMI, IV/IV EEE

Ability is nothing without opportunity.
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ECE STAFF

CSE STAFF

EEE STAFF

Sometimes it’s the smallest decisions that can change your life forever.
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SCIENCE & HUMANITIES STAFF

OFFICE STAFF

EDITORIAL BOARD

LUMINOUS2K16 23

It’s fine to celebrate success, but it is more important to heed the lessons of

failure.
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ECE 2012-16 BATCH

ECE 2012-16 BATCH

LUMINOUS2K16 24

Every Noble work is at first impossible.
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CSE 2012-16 BATCH

CSE 2012-16 BATCH
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If you have no critics you will likely have no success.
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EEE 2012-16 BATCH

2012-16 BATCH STUDENTS SELECTED IN CAMPUS PLACEMENT

LUMINOUS2K16 26

Nothing is a waste of time if you use the experience wisely.
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OUR SECOND GRADUATION DAY

NCC

LUMINOUS2K16 27

When your work speaks for itself,don’t interrupt.
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ENGINEERS————— DAY

LUMINOUS2K16 28

The mind is everything .What you think you become.
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2015-16 MEMORIES

LUMINOUS2K16 29

A Moments insight is sometimes worth a life’s experience.
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Peace begins with a smile.

2015-16 MEMORIES
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AMAZING FAMAZING FAMAZING FAMAZING FAMAZING FACTS ABACTS ABACTS ABACTS ABACTS ABOUT INDIAOUT INDIAOUT INDIAOUT INDIAOUT INDIA
THE DOME OF ERUDITION

1. Sober Bhatia created hotmail (hotmail is world's no.1 web based on it).
2. 38%of doctors in USA are Indians.
3. 12%of scientists in USA are Indians.
4. 36% of NASA scientists are Indians.
5. 34% of Microsoft employees are Indians.
6. 28% of IBM employees are Indians.
7. 17% of INTEL scientists are Indians.
8. 13% of XEROX employees are Indians.
9. The famous board game called chess, is invented in India.
10. Vinod John invented Pentium chip (90% of today’s computers run on it).

 K.SAHITHA,  III/IV ECE

AAAAA-Z INVENTIONS-Z INVENTIONS-Z INVENTIONS-Z INVENTIONS-Z INVENTIONS
• AdolpheQuetelet (1796–1874), France/Belgium – Body mass index (BMI) Germany
• Berner’s-lee         (1955-2011)-world wide web
• Charles Babbage (1791–1871), UK – analytical engine (semi-automatic)
• D'Ascanio (1891–1981), Italy – D'AT3 helicopter; Vespa scooter
• Edward OthoCresapOrd, II (1858–1923) American – weapon sights & mining
• Edwin Howard Armstrong (1890–1954), USA – FM radio
• Gordon Gould (1920–2005), USA – Laser, see also Theodore Maiman
• Herman Hollerith (1860–1929), USA – recording data on a machine readable medium, tabulator,

punched cards
•  Isaev (1908–1971), Russia – first rocket-powered fighter aircraft, BI-1 (together with Isaev)
• Johan Petter Johansson (1853–1943), Sweden – the pipe wrench and the modern adjustable spanner
• Konstantin Khrenov (1894–1984), Russia – underwater welding
• Lewis Latimer (1848–1928), USA – Invented the modern day light bulb
• Marvin Minsky (born 1927), USA – a.o. Confocal microscopy
• Michael Faraday (1791–1867), UK – electric transformer, electric motor
• Nikolai Nikitin (1907–1973), Russia – prestressed concrete with wire ropes structure (Ostankino

Tower),
• Philip M. Parker (born 1960), USA – computer automated book authoring
• Robert Cailliau (born 1947), Belgium – with Tim Berners-Lee, the World Wide Web
• SerafeddinSabuncuoglu (1385–1468), Turkey – illustrated surgical atlas
• Thomas Alva Edison (1847–1931), USA – phonograph, commercially practical light bulb, stock

ticker, ticker-tape machine etc.
• Teiji Takada, Japan – Fire balloon
• Urry (1927–2004), Canada – long lasting alkaline battery
• Vladimir Veksler (1907–1966), Russia – synchrophasotron, co-inventor of synchrotron
• Wright brothers, Orville (1871–1948) and Wilbur (1867–1912) – USA – powered airplane
• Xing (683–727), China – Astronomical clock
• Yasargil (born 1925), Turkey – Micro neurosurgery
• Zarqali (Arzachel) (1028–1087), Islamic Spain – almanac, equatorium, universal astrolabeRalfReski

(born 1958), Germany – Moss bioreactor 1998
 K.NAVYA HARITHA,  III/IV ECE

Every Moment is an experience.
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OUR   “OUR   “OUR   “OUR   “OUR   “ANDHRA PRADESH”ANDHRA PRADESH”ANDHRA PRADESH”ANDHRA PRADESH”ANDHRA PRADESH”
 An‘A’nthapur
Kur’N’ool
 Ka’D’APA

  East God‘H’avari
      Chittoo’R’
      Visakh ’A’patnam

      ‘P’rakasam
        Guntu’R’
         Vijay ’A’nagaram
  West Go ’D’avari
       Nellor ’E’

      ‘S’rikakulam
           Kris ’H’na

 M.SRILATHA,  III/IV ECE

I’M   FROM   IDEA INTERNET NETWORKI’M   FROM   IDEA INTERNET NETWORKI’M   FROM   IDEA INTERNET NETWORKI’M   FROM   IDEA INTERNET NETWORKI’M   FROM   IDEA INTERNET NETWORK
Santa was driving car very fast

Traffic police caught him
Santa: - Sir, I am learning driving

Police: - Without teacher?
Santa:-Yes, I am from IIN

 M.PRANAYA SREE,  III/IV ECE

INTRESTING FINTRESTING FINTRESTING FINTRESTING FINTRESTING FACTSACTSACTSACTSACTS
• The father of Indian missile programe has visited Switzerland back in 2006 upon his arrival Switzerland

declared may 26th as science day.
• The first rocket was so light and small that it was transported on a bicycle to the Thumba launching

station in thiruvananthapuram, Kerala.
• When Dr.Rajendra prasad was appointed as the president of India, he took only 50% of his salary,

claiming he did not require more than that. Towards the end of his 12Years tenure he only took 25%
of his salary. The salary of the president was Rs 10,000 then.

• Shakuntala Devi was given this title “Human Computer” after she demonstrated the calculation of
two 13 digit numbers: 7,686,369,774,870*2,465,099,745,779 which were picked at random. She
answered correctly within 28 seconds.

• Rabindranath Tagore is credited not only for writing the Indian national anthem- “Jana Ghana Mana”,
but also the Bangladeshi national anthem- Amar Sonar Bangla. He was also offered knighthood by
the British but refused the honour after the Jalianwala Bagh massacre

• Former Prime Minister Indira Gandhi asked the first Indian in space, Rakesh Sharma about how
India look from space. His response was our famous patriotic song.”Saare Jahaan Se Achcha”.

• The top of the Eiffel Tower leans away from the sun, as the metal facing the sun heats up and
expands. It can move as much as 7 inches.

 CH.SANTHI ANGEL, A.MAMATHA,  III/IV ECE
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Success is nothing more than a few simple disciplines,practiced every day.
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A  QUICK PUZZLEA  QUICK PUZZLEA  QUICK PUZZLEA  QUICK PUZZLEA  QUICK PUZZLE
Using the digits from 1 to 9 and just one mathematical sign, make an expression exactly equal to 100.
THE MISSING FISH

Given below is a list of words which a number of letters are missing .The missing letters are
indicated by asterisks. Each group of missing letters is the name of a fish. Can you find the name of
fish? Can you find the missing fish that will complete the words?

1. EM****Y BRAIN TEASERS
2. ****BY 1.7 C in a R
3. SP***ED 2.24 S in an IF
4. S****OW 3.3 W in a T

4.19 C in a CB
5. 12 N in a C
6. 90 D in a RA

 D.HIMAJA,  II/IV ECE

SEVEN AGESSEVEN AGESSEVEN AGESSEVEN AGESSEVEN AGES
‘All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women merely players.
They have their exits and their entrances,
And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages. At first the infant,
Mewling and puking in the nurse’s arms.
Then, the whining school-boy with his satchel
and shining morning face, creeping like a snail
unwillingly to school. And then the lover,
Sighing like furnace, with a woeful ballad
Made to his mistress’ eyebrow. Then, a soldier,
Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the pard,
Jealous in honour, sudden, and quick in quarrel,
Seeking the bubble reputation
Even in the cannon’s mouth. And then, the justice,
In fair round belly, with a good capon lin’d,
With eyes severe, and beard of formal cut,
Full of wise saws, and modern instances,
And so he plays his part. The sixth age shifts
Into the lean and slipper’d pantaloon,
With spectacles on nose and pouch on side,
His youthful hose, well sav’d, a world too wide
For his shrunk shank, and his big manly voice,
Turning again toward childish treble, pipes
And whistles in his sound. Last scene of all,
That ends this strange eventful history,
Is second childishness and mere oblivion,
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything.’
                                                                                     WILLIAM SHAKESPHERE

 K.SAHITHA, S.NIHARIKA,  III/IV ECE
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Nothing ever becomes real till it is experienced.
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TOP COMPTOP COMPTOP COMPTOP COMPTOP COMPANIES CEOsANIES CEOsANIES CEOsANIES CEOsANIES CEOs
Accenture-William D. Green
Adobe Systems- Shantanu Narayan
Amazon.com-Jeff Bezos
Apple-Steve Jobs
AT&T-Randall L. Stephenson
Sony-Howard Stringer
Sun Microsystem-Jonathan I. Schwartz
Tata Consultancy services-N Chandrashekaran
Twitter-Jack Dorsey
Wipro Technologies- Girish   Paranjpe & Suresh Vaswani
Yahoo-Marissa Ann Mayer
YouTube–Susan Wojcicki
Intel-Paul Brian Matthew Krzanich
Microsoft-Steven Anthony Ballmer
MySQL AB-Marten Mickos
Nokia-Stephen Elop
Oracle corporation-Larry Ellisol
Facebook-Mark Zuckerberg
 Google-Eric Emerson Schmidt
Hcl technologies-Vineet Nayar
IBM-Samuel J. palmisala

 V.SUSHMITHA, D.SAHITHI, III/IV CSE

SHORSHORSHORSHORSHORT KEYS FOR INTERNET EXPLORER (IE)T KEYS FOR INTERNET EXPLORER (IE)T KEYS FOR INTERNET EXPLORER (IE)T KEYS FOR INTERNET EXPLORER (IE)T KEYS FOR INTERNET EXPLORER (IE)
F1: ALT+F1 creates a chart of the data in the current range.
       ALT+SHIFT+F1 insert a new worksheet.
F2: SHIFT+F2 add or edit a cell comment.
       CTRL+F2 display the print preview window.
F3: displays the Paste Name dialog box.
       SHIFT+F3 display the Insert Function dialog box.
CTRL+MINUS (-): Displays the Delete dialog box to Delete blank cells.
CTRL+SEMICOLON (:): Enters the current date.
CTRL+`: Alternates between displaying cell values and displaying formulas in the worksheet.
CTRL+’: Copies a formula from the cell above the active cell into the cell or the Formula Bar.
CTRL+SHIFT: Removes the outline border from the selected cells.
CTRL+SHIFT+*: Selects the current region around the active cell.
CTRL+SHIFT+:  Enters the current time.
CTRL+SHIFT+”: Copies the value from the cell above the active cell into the cell or the Formula Bar.
CTRL+SHIFT+^: Applies the Exponential number format with two decimal places.
CTRL+SHIFT+#: Applies the Date format with the Day, Month, and year.
CTRL+SHIFT+@: Applies the time format with the hour and minute, and AM or PM.
CTRL+SHIFT+! : Applies the number format with two decimal places, thousands separator, and minus
sign (-) for negative values.
CTRL+SHIFT+&: Applies the outline border to the selected cells.
CTRL+SHIFT+~: Applies the general number format.
CTRL+SHIFT+$ Applies the Currency format with two Decimal places.
CTRL+SHIFT+%: Applies the percentage format with no decimal places.

 K. MOUNIKA KRISHNA TEJA, K.BHAVANI,  III/IV CSE
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Leadership cannot really be taught.It can only be learned.
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IF GODS WERE IN WORLDIF GODS WERE IN WORLDIF GODS WERE IN WORLDIF GODS WERE IN WORLDIF GODS WERE IN WORLD
Brahma: System Installer
Vishnu: System Operator
Shiva: System Programmer
Naarad: Data Transmitter
Yama: Deleter
Ganapathi: Anti-virus
Hanuman: E-mail
Chitragupta: Hard Disc
Saraswati: Internet Explorer
Parvati: Mother Board
Lakshmi: ATM

 N.MOUNIKA, II/IV CSE

DISSOLDISSOLDISSOLDISSOLDISSOLVING  IMPLVING  IMPLVING  IMPLVING  IMPLVING  IMPLANTS COULD MONITOR THE BRAIN ONE DANTS COULD MONITOR THE BRAIN ONE DANTS COULD MONITOR THE BRAIN ONE DANTS COULD MONITOR THE BRAIN ONE DANTS COULD MONITOR THE BRAIN ONE DAAAAAYYYYY
Tiny, wireless electronic implants that mean the sensors and wires

eventually dissolve completely and harmlessly in the fluid of brain and spine
called cerebrospinal, the researcher’s explained. It melts in the body and could
one day help doctors monitor the brain; new research in rats suggests. Electronic
implants can now help treat everything from heart attacks to traumatic brain
injuries.

For instance, pacemakers can help the heart in beating properly, while
brain sensors can monitor patients for potentially dangerous swelling.

Researchers said however, standard permanent electronic implants can pose risks to patients because these
devices can become sites of infection. Such afflictions can trigger immune responses and result in complications
associated with their surgical removal.

 N.MAHESWARI, IV/IV EEE
LIFELIFELIFELIFELIFE

Life is the precious one which plays a major role in the survival of all the human beings.
Why this word is so popular? Because all the human beings struggle regarding their lives. One person

use to say my life is very good, I have succeeded in my life and I am so happy now. Some other person  say my
life is not good I haven’t succeeded in my life and I don’t want to live in this world. Why people’s opinion is different
regarding their lives? Why they are feeling happy and sad? What is the reason behind this? Because some
people keep their dreams, they work hard day and night and they concern about their dreams to achieve gratitude
and success. Such people stay towards faith in their work and get success in life.

Some people don’t keep their dreams they will not work hard, but they want good life. Is it possible?
Great persons says that “HARD WORK IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS” without doing hard work no one can achieve
their dreams, and  never say I haven’t succeeded in my life. Work hard, if you didn’t succeed in first attempt work
hard again and again and you will surely get success. Always say “I CAN”. So friends my intension is to suggest
you to do hard work and to reduce fear about your lives which is roaming in your mind that, whether I will succeed
in my life or not. Everyone surely succeeds in their lives by proper hard work. So work hard and be a successful
person.

 SK.SUSHMA SULTANA, IV/IV  EEE

PUZZLE ANSWERSPUZZLE ANSWERSPUZZLE ANSWERSPUZZLE ANSWERSPUZZLE ANSWERS
1. QUICK PUZZLE 2. MISSING FISH 3. BRAIN TEASERS

ANS: ANS: 1.Bass ANS: 1.7 colours in a rainbow
2. Chub           2.24 spokes in Indian Flag
3. Ray           3.3 wheels in a tricycle
4. Parr           4.19 coins in carrom board

          5.12 numbers in a clock
          6. 90 degrees in a right angle
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Action is the foundational Key to all success.

       94 1578
  263
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Exotic Strokes

Intelligence is ability to adapt to change.
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A Leader is a dealer in hope.
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There is no respect for others without humility in one’s self.
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Leadership and Learning are indispensable to each other.
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Progress is the Man’s ability to complicate simplicity.
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We choose our joys and sorrows long before we experience them.
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STUDENT VOICE
I am privileged to be a student of BWEC because the college management not only encourages

to gain knowledge on academics but also supports us to involve in other beneficial activities like start-

ups. I hope we will achieve a lofty position by using the strength given by our college.

B.PRATHYUSHA, IV/IV ECE

Everyone in the society thinks that women’s college is nothing for communication. But our

college provides essential facilities for women. The college offers a very good platform where we can

improve technical as well as our soft skills.  Our college management   strives for our success and

started CRT classes, that helps us to crack campus placements. We are provided with outstanding lab

placement and facilities along with experienced staff. We wish and hope that we will get ample

opportunities to prove ourselves and settle in our lives before leaving the college campus.

M. ESWARI APARNA, III/IV ECE

I am lucky to be a student of BWEC as it provides a good platform for girl students to enhance

their technical as well as soft skills. We  have qualified and efficient faculty who encourages the students

and motivate us in all aspects. Every student show interest in opting BWEC because of the facilities

provided by our management such as fully equipped library with volume of books, Wi-Fi facility,

Playground, NCC and so on. I feel happy that some of the fourth year students are placed in IGATE,

TCS, INFOSYS and so on. We participated in many events in our college such as Digital India Week,

Engineers day and also in “ All India Essay Writing” Competitions. I wish to accomplish more triumphs

in the journey of graduation.

D.HIMAJA, II/IV ECE

Our college is facilitated with good faculty .Our principal madam is very cooperative towards all

the students and staff .We learn how to behave in a dignified and well-mannered ways in the society

along with education. Our staff encourages the students by conducting many co-curricular events to

develop our communication skills which motivate all the students that “ we can do anything ”. So we are

thankful to our management and staff.

M.SATYA VANI, IV/IV CSE.

Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is a progress; working

together is a success.
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It is a great privilege for me to share my feelings about my college. Our principal madam,

management and faculty always desires for our academic growth. Words won’t be enough to speak

about our principal who always pampers and available with us to find and sort out our academic and

other problems. We are blessed with an outstanding faculty. We are engulfed with number of facilities

required for placement activities and other curricular activities.

I am proud to be a student of BWEC.

M.VEENADHARI, III/IV CSE

I am happy to be a student of BWEC. I am here to share my views and experiences on our

college. Everyone in the society think that women’s college is nothing for communication. But we will

ensure that nothing can withstand in front of our college because of its plenty resources. Faculty

cooperates and supports us a lot to build up our career and our college is facilitated with good faculty.

Our principal madam is very cooperative towards all the students and staff. Our staff encourages the

students by conducting many curricular events to develop our communication skills. Our college

management always strives for our success and started CRT classes in the third year itself. We hope

that we will look a smiling world after our graduation.

M. TRIVENI, IV/IV EEE

I’m fortunate to be a student of BWEC. It is a professional-education institution for girls. It is a

good place to meet like-minded and learn& grow together. In our college we are having qualified

faculty, well-equipped laboratories and library with many volumes of books & journals. The college

management provides a plenty of opportunities for us to get placed in various companies. The campus,

the people and campus life has made me stronger & confident person. Campus life gives us complete

freedom to either pack it up in routine filled with activities we choose to do that might be fun or the

activities we wish to do for our own growth. BWEC is not just Bapatla Women’s Engineering College it

is the “BEST WOMEN’S ENGINEERING COLLEGE”.

P. LAKSHMI JAHNAVI, III/IV EEE.

Respect yourself if you would have others respect you.
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COMMUNIQUE

4/4 B.TECH ECE (2012-16 BATCH)
REG NO  NAME OF THE STUDENT MAIL ID

Y12EC2601 ADDANKI  VIJAYA MANASA saimanasa.addanki@gmail.com

Y12EC2602 AGNIHOTRAM SOUNDARYA soundarya.agnihothram@gmail.com

Y12EC2603 AKKI  TULASI akkitulasi@gmail.com

Y12EC2605 ATCHYUTUNI V.N.S.M.SRITEJA sritejaatchyutuni@gmail.com

Y12EC2606 ATHOTA  OOHA ooha.athota@gmail.com

Y12EC2607 ATTCHANA  SABITHA sabitha.attchana@gmail.com

Y12EC2608 BALABHADRUNI VENKATA NAVEENA naveenabalabhadruni@gmail.com

Y12EC2609 BAREDDY  LAKSHMI PRATHYUSHA prathyusha.bareddy@gmail.com

Y12EC2610 BARIGE  SIRISHA sireeshaece10@gmail.com

Y12EC2611 BOBBA  CHARISMA SAI PRIYANKA priyankabobba4@gmail.com

Y12EC2612 BOINA  NAGA LAKSHMI nagalakshmi12boina@gmail.com

Y12EC2613 BOLAGANI NAGA SAI HARIKA harika.balagani@gmail.com

Y12EC2614 BOLLAPALLI VASUNDHARA bvasundhara14@gmail.com

Y12EC2615 CHAKKA  LAKSHMI RAVALI ravali084ece@gmail.com

Y12EC2616 CHANDANA  NAGA SIRI nagasiri14@gmail.com

Y12EC2617 CHEBOINA  BHANU SUNEETHA bhanusuneetha@gmail.com

Y12EC2618 CHOPPARA  NAVYATEJA navyateja1001@gmail.com

Y12EC2619 NANDIGAMA  DIVYA  MADHURI nd_madhuri@rediffmail.com

Y12EC2620 DODDPANENI SAISUDHA doddapanenisudha20@gmail.com

Y12EC2621 ESTEMSETTI SANDHYA RANI sandyistamsetty@gmail.com

Y12EC2622 GALABA  ANUSHA anushag183@gmail.com

Y12EC2623 GANGAVARAPU  DIVYA divyagangavarapu95@gmail.com

Y12EC2624 GANGINENI VENKATA SOWJANYA sowji.gangineni@gmail.com

Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right to do and

what is right to do.
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Y12EC2625 GANJI VINEESHA Vineesha.ganji@gmail.com

Y12EC2626 GOGINENI  TEJASWI tejaswi.gogineni7@gmail.com

Y12EC2627 GOLLA SRAVANI s.ranubujji@gmail.com

Y12EC2628 GUDDANTI SUSEELA suseelahoney28@gmail.com

Y12EC2629 GUNJA  DURGA BHAVANI g.durgabhavani29@gmail.com

Y12EC2630 INALA  RAJITHA rajitha.inala@gmail.com

Y12EC2631 INGILALA MEGHAMALA meghamala.ingilala@gmail.com

Y12EC2632 JALADI  HEPSIBA hepsiba.jaladi@gmail.com

Y12EC2633 JUPUDI RAGA SRI LALITHA MOUNIKA mounijupudi@gmail.com

Y12EC2634 KANAPARTHI LAKSHMI PRASANNA prasannaece995@gmail.com

Y12EC2635 KANDULA  KALYANI kalyanikandula0@gmail.com

Y12EC2636 KARRI MOUNIKA mounika.karry@gmail.com

Y12EC2637 KARUMANCHI BEULAH SUJAN beulahsujan@gmail.com

Y12EC2638  KOLIPAKULA VIJAYA LAKSHMI laxmikolipakula@gmail.com

Y12EC2639 KONDRU NEELIMA neelimakondru4@gmail.com

Y12EC2640 KOTAPATI RAMA SRUJANA srujanaprasad777@gmail.com

Y12EC2641 KOYYALAMUDI SPANADANA spandana.koyyalamudi@gmail.com

Y12EC2642 KRAPA  RACHEL rechalrathna@gmail.com

Y12EC2643 KUNCHALA HEMA RANI hemakunchala.swathi@gmail.com

Y12EC2644 KUNCHALA  SUKANYA sukanyaeng2015@gmail.com

Y12EC2645 MACHIKANTI VENKATA SRI LALITHA lalitha.manchikanti@gmail.com

Y12EC2646 MANDURU SINDHUJA sindhu.manduru@gmail.com

Y12EC2647 MEKALA KRISHNA CHAITANYA krishna.mekala50@gmail.com

Y12EC2648 MODDU RAMYA modduramya@gmail.com

Y12EC2649 MOGILI ANJALI anjalimogili8@gmail.com

Y12EC2650 MOGILI DURGA mogilidurga@gmail.com

Y12EC2651 MOHAMMED  TASNEEM tasneem.mohammad225@gmail.com

Originality is the art of concealing your source.
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Y12EC2652 MORLA ADARSHA morla.adarsha52@gmail.com

Y12EC2653 MUCHERLA  SATHYA LAKSHMI mlrbtech@gmail.com

Y12EC2654 MUNTHA SPANADANA harishraviteja007@gmail.com

Y12EC2655 NADAKUDURU PAVANI nadakudurupavani2014@gmail.com

Y12EC2657 NAKKALA  SWAPNA swapnadivya295@gmail.com

Y12EC2658 NALLAMOTHU  VOOHA voohan3@gmail.com

Y12EC2659 NALLAPATI  SAILAJA nallapati.sailaja@gmail.com

Y12EC2660 NALLURI  SARITHA sarithanalluri1995@gmail.com

Y12EC2661 NALLURI  VIJAYA LAKSHMI vijayalakshmi.n261@gmail.com

Y12EC2662 POTHUKUCHI SOWNYA SREE pothukuchisowmyasree@gmail.com

Y12EC2663 PAGADALA  NAGALAKSHMI MALLIKA mallika.pagadala26@gmail.com

Y12EC2664 PASUPULETI  HARIKA harikapasupuleti38@gmail.com

Y12EC2665 PATHAN SHAMAKHAN shama.khan0719@gmail.com

Y12EC2666 PENTELA  CHANDRIKA chandrikapentela19@gmail.com

Y12EC2667 PENUMUDI  AMULYA p.amulya3@gmail.com

Y12EC2668  PINNI UDAYA RANI pinni.udaya@gmail.com

Y12EC2669  AVULA PRAVEENA praveena.avula.hi@gmail.com

Y12EC2670 PULA  NANCHARAMMA pulanancharamma@gmail.com

Y12EC2671  PULI SRILAKSHMI pulisrilakshmi7799@gmail.com

Y12EC2672 PULIVARTHI  MANASA mercypuli2014@gmail.com

Y12EC2673 PUMMIDI PRASANNA pammidi.prasanna@gmail.com

Y12EC2675 RAVINUTHALA  NAGA SAI LAKSHMI nagasailakshmi1@gmail.com

Y12EC2676  MALLAMPATI SAI SARANYA saranya.mallampati@gmail.com

Y12EC2677 SALAKA NAGA GAYATHRI nagagayathris@gmail.com

Y12EC2678 SAMA VENKATA RATNA KUMARI ratnakumari.sama1994@gmail.com

Y12EC2679 SHAIK  FATHIMA fathima.shaik006@gmail.com

Y12EC2680 SHAMA PARVEEN shamaparveenshaik64@gmail.com

Y12EC2681 SHEIK  MUNISHA skmunisha81@gmail.com

Always bear in mind that your own resolution to succeed is more important
than any other.
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Y12EC2682 SHAIK RAHAMTUNNISA munni.shaik27@gmail.com

Y12EC2683 TALUPULA PURNIMA purnimatalupula@gmail.com

Y12EC2684 TANNERU NEELIMA CHANDRIKA chadrikaneelima@gmail.com

Y12EC2685 TATIPARTHI DHANALAKSHMI lakshmitatiparti@gmail.com

Y12EC2686 TELLABATI  DIVYA divyatellabati@gmail.com

Y12EC2688 THOTA  M VS ANILA anila.thota17@gmail.com

Y12EC2689 THOTA VIJAYA LAKSHMI vijji.thota15@gmail.com

Y12EC2690 TOLUCHURI  SUPRAJA toluchurisupraja@gmail.com

Y12EC2691 ULLAM PRATHYUSHA prathyushaullam.23195@gmail.com

Y12EC2692 UPPALAPATI ANUSHA anuuppalapati90@gmail.com

Y12EC2693 VELUGOTI  MOUNIKA mounikavelugotiv@gmail.com

Y12EC2694 VEMULA  HULDAH huldahvemulad@gmail.com

Y11EC2688 SHAIK  MALLIKA smallika786@gmail.com

Y11EC2690 SHAIK RIZWANA skrizwana1994@gmail.com

L13EC2721 BORRA  UMA borrauma143@gmail.com

L13EC2722 CHEBROLU  SUGUNA chebrolusuguna@gmail.com

L13EC2723 DAGGUPATI  THRIVENI daggupatithriveni95@gmail.com

L13EC2724 DAMMU  KARUNYA DASI karunyadammu@gmail.com

L13EC2725 GANJARABOINA  PADMAJA padmajaganjaraboina25@gmail.com

L13EC2726 GUDAVALLI  PRAVALLIKA pravallik5959@gmail.com

L13EC2727 JAMPANI  MOUNIKA mounikajampani95@gmail.com

L13EC2728 JANGA DEEPTHI deepthi.10106ec15@gmil.com

L13EC2729 KAJA RADHASREE radhasreekaja21@gmail.com

L13EC2730 KOPPULA  SOWBHAGYAM koppulasowbhagyam@gmail.com

L13EC2731 MATTA  NAGA KUMARI nagakumari048@gmail.com

L13EC2732 MATHI  MANASA manasamathi@gmail.com

L13EC2733 MOPIDEVI  LAVANYA mopidevi109@gmail.com

L13EC2735 SHAIK  APSARUNNISA apsarunnisashaik786@gmail.com

People ask the difference between a Leader and the Boss. The Leader leads

and the Boss drives.
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L13EC2736 SHAIK RAJIYASULTANA shaikrajiyalovely@gmail.com

L13EC2737 SHAIK RIZWANA rizwana.skr@gmail.com

L13EC2738 SHAIK  SALMA skbrs786@gmail.com

L13EC2739 THULLURI  VEERAKOTESWARAMMA tulluri1995@gmail.com

L13EC2740 THIRUVEEDHULA  PADMA padmadurgamani057@gmail.com

L13EC2741 YALLAMATI SRAVANI ysravani93@gmail.com

L13EC2742 YARLAGADDA YAMINI yarlagaddayamini22@gmail.com

L13EC2743 YEMINENI  MANASA yeminenimanasa40@gmail.com

L12EC2732 KOTHAGORLA ANUSHA anushakothagorla@gmail.com

4/4 B.TECH CSE (2012-16 BATCH)
REG.NO NAME EMAIL

Y12CS2601 ACHULA HALEKHYA alekhyaatchula@gmail.com

Y12CS2602 ALA YAMINIRANI yamini.raniala@gmail.com

Y12CS2603 ATLURI SIREESHA sireesha.atluri03@gmail.com

Y12CS2604 BETHALA VINEETHASARA vineethasara0464@gmail.com

Y12CS2605 BATCHU VENKATANAGAMANI nagamani.2396@gmail.com

Y12CS2606 BATTULA PAVANI pavani10.bathula@gmail.com

Y12CS2607 BAVIRISETTY NAGAVALLI nagavalli.btech@gmail.com

Y12CS2608 BEERAVALLI TRIVENI beeravalli.triveni08@gmail.com

Y12CS2609 BHAVANAM DEEPTHI bhavanamdeepthi@gmail.com

Y12CS2610 BOLIMERA RATNAJYOTHI jyothicse10@gmail.com

Y12CS2611 CHAGANTI MOUNIKA mounikachaganti22@gmail.com

Y12CS2612 CHALLA SRAVANI challasravani12@gmail.com

Y12CS2613 CHIMMIRI SIVANI shivanich034@gmail.com

Y12CS2614 DADDANALA NAGA BINDU daddanalanagabindu@gmail.com

Y12CS2615 DASARI LAKSHMI MOUNIKA dasarimounika15@gmail.com

Y12CS2616 DASARI MADHAVI madhavi2.dasari@gmail.com

Y12CS2617 DASARI VIJAYALAKSHMI vijji.dasari05@gmail.com

The Quality of the Leader is reflected in the standards they set for

themselves.
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Y12CS2618 DIGUMARTHI AMARA JYOTHI jyothi.digumarthi19@gmail.com

Y12CS2619 ESTEMSETTI SRAVANTHI RANI sravanthiestemsetty@gmail.com

Y12CS2620 GADE MOUNIKA mounika.gade20@gmail.com

Y12CS2621 GANGASANI MOUNIKA mounikagangasani@gmail.com

Y12CS2622 GARIGIPATI TIRUMALA garigipatitirumala@gmail.com

Y12CS2624 GOLI DURGA BHAVANI bhavanigoli24@gmail.com

Y12CS2625 GUNDAM BAJI LAKSHMI gundambajilakshmi99@gmail.com

Y12CS2626 GUTHIKONDA SWETHA swetha.guthikonda77@gmail.com

Y12CS2627 GUTLAPALLI DEEPTHI deepthi.gutlapalli@gmail.com

Y12CS2628 JASTI GEETHA SARVANI geethsarvani9@gmail.com

Y12CS2629 KOCHERLA JHANSI RANI amruthajhansi@gmail.com

Y12CS2631 KANCHERLA BALASRI kancharlabalasri1@gmail.com

Y12CS2632 KANNEGANTI VS NAGALAKSHMI nagalakshmi481@gmail.com

Y12CS2633 KASUKURTHI VARSHA kasukurthivarsha@gmail.com

Y12CS2634 KATAKAM V.S.RAMALAKSHMI saikatakam1994@gmail.com

Y12CS2635 KEDARI BHARANI bharanikedhari456@gmail.com

Y12CS2636 KODURI NAGA DEEPTHI deepthikoduri23@gmail.com

Y12CS2637 KOMMURI MADHAVI LATHA kommurimadhu@gmail.com

Y12CS2638 KOTHAPALLI PRASANNA BHARATHI prasannaammu23@gmail.com

Y12CS2639 KOTI RAMYA kotiramya001@gmail.com

Y12CS2640 KOTIKALAPUDI SUBHA SWATIKA swathi.kotikalapudi27@gmail.com

Y12CS2641 KUNISETTY LAKSHMI SRAVANI sravani.lakshmi041@gmail.com

Y12CS2642 MADAPATI SRILAKSHMI srilakshmimadapatimsl@gmail.com

Y12CS2643 MADATHALA VASANTHA vasanthamadathala43@gmail.com

Y12CS2644 MANCHALA SOWMYA sowmya.salagala10@gmail.com

Y12CS2645 MANIGANDLA YAMINI manigandlayamini@gmail.com

Y12CS2646 MANKENA NAGENDRAMMA nagendramcse46@gmail.com

Y12CS2647 MEDA MADHURI DEVI medamadhuridevi@gmail.com

Be sure you put your feet in the right place, then stand firm.
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Y12CS2649 MEKA SATYA VANI satyavani.cse@gmail.com

Y12CS2650 MENDA SWAROOPA RANI swarooparanimenda12@gmail.com

Y12CS2651 METTLA POJITHA poojithamettela@gmail.com

Y12CS2652 MODDULA KRISHNA SAI SRAVANI sravani.mks@gmail.com

Y12CS2653 MOVVA SINDHURA sindhuramovva95@gmail.com

Y12CS2654 MULAGANI SWATHI swathimulagani767@gmail.com

Y12CS2655 NAKKALA MOUNIKA mounikanakkala21@gmail.com

Y12CS2656 NANDYALA GAYATHRI gayathricse44@gmail.com

Y12CS2657 NERALLA VNSPL SUJATHA 1994sujatha@gmail.com

Y12CS2658 PADAMATI AMANI amanibhuvana@gmail.com

Y12CS2659 PALLAVI POTLURI pallavipotluri@gmail.com

Y12CS2660 PAMIDIMALLA BHUVANESWARI pamidibhuvana@gmail.com

Y12CS2661 PATHAN SEEMANAAZ seemanaaz007@gmail.com

Y12CS2662 PENTELA SRAVANI pentalasravani@gmail.com

Y12CS2663 PILLI MANJULA PRIYADARSINI manjulapriyadarshini123@gmail.com

Y12CS2665 PRATHIPATI KAVYA prathipatikavya6@gmail.com

Y12CS2666 RAMA YAMUNA ramayamuna6@gmail.com

Y12CS2667 REDDIBATHUNI SAI KEERTHI rbsaikeethi@gmail.com

Y12CS2668 SAJJA BALA SRAVANTHI sravanthisajja1996@gmail.com

Y12CS2669 SANDHYA RANI NADENDLA sandhyanadendla5@gmail.com

Y12CS2670 SHAIK HIDAYATHUNNISA shaikhidayat2@gmail.com

Y12CS2671 SHAIK KARISHMA FARHEEN y12cs2671.ka@gmail.com

Y12CS2672 SHAIK MASRAT masrat127@gmail.com

Y12CS2673 SHAIK MAEHTAB BANO mehtabbano.shaik@gmail.com

Y12CS2676 SINGAMANENI MANISHA singamanenimanisha@gmail.com

Y12CS2677 SUKHAVASI PUSHPALATHA sukhavasi.pushpalatha@gmail.com

Y12CS2678 SUNDARASETTY PRASANNAGOWRI prasannagouri0994@gmail.com

Y12CS2679 TADIBOINA LAVANYA tadiboinalavanya79@gmail.com

If you don’t change the direction, you may end up where you are heading.
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Y12CS2680 TALASILA NAVYA talasilanavya@gmail.com

Y12CS2681 TELU V RATNA KUMARI rathnakumaritelu81@gmail.com

Y12CS2682 THERA SUMA therasuma@gmail.com

Y12CS2683 TUMMA SOWJANYA soujanya9reddy@gmail.com

Y12CS2684 TUNGALA SRAVANI sravanitungala576@gmail.com

Y12CS2685 UTUKURI SRAVANI vutukurisravani12@gmail.com

Y12CS2686 VANGARU SPOORTHI spoorthi.vangaru@gmail.com

Y12CS2687 VASANTHA RAJINI vasantharajini95@gmail.com

Y12CS2688 VENKATA LAKSHMI SAJJA vklakshmi94@gmail.com

Y12CS2689 YARLAGADDA ANUSHA anusha.yarlagadda345@gmail.com

Y12CS2690 YEMINENI INDU induyemineni8@gmail.com

Y12CS2691 YENDURI VIJAYA DURGA vijji0555@gmail.com

Y12CS2692 YERRAGUNTLA VIMALA vimala.vicky6@gmail.com

Y11CS2651 MADDIBOINA YAMUNA yamunamaddiboina@gmail.com

Y11CS2682 SEELAM SONIYA soniya9seelam@gmail.com

Y11CS2686 SHAIK NEETHU sneethusrm@gmail.com

L13CS2721 TRIVEEDI VENKATA LAKSHMI lakshmi.tiriveedi@gmail.com

Y11CS2606 ARAVA PADMAVATHI padmasriarava@gmail.com

Y11CS2623 DASARI.SUJATHA dasarisujatha98@gmail.com

4/4 B.TECH EEE (2012-16 BATCH)

REGD. NO NAME E-MAIL ID

Y12EE2601 AGISETTY HEMANI GANDHI hilarioushemani69@gmail.com

Y12EE2602 ANDE GEETHANJALI gethaa26@gmail.com

Y12EE2603 ANNAPAREDDY PRAMODINI kanniibangaram149@gmail.com

Y12EE2604 AVULA NAGA LAKSHMI prasadyamuna@gmail.com

Y12EE2605 BH.V.N.S.R GAYATHRI SAI gayathribh.333@gmail.com

Y12EE2606 CHINTA DEVA KUMARI devajeeva123@gmail.com

A smile is a curve that sets everything Straight.
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Y12EE2607 GADAMSETTY JYOTSNA jyothsnagadamsetty@gmail.com

Y12EE2608 GANGURI VANAJA gangurivanajass@gmail.com

Y12EE2609 GOLAKARAM BHAGYA LAKSHMI golakarambhagyalakshmi@gmail.com

Y12EE2610 GOLLAPALLI PRASANNA LAKSHMI prasanna.gollapalli23@gmail.com

Y12EE2611 GORANTLA BHARATI bharathi13.gorantla@gmail.com

Y12EE2612 GUDAVALLI LAKSHMI MOUNIKA mounika3.gudavalli@gmail.com

Y12EE2613 JONNAKUTI SAHITHI sahithi.jonnakuti@gmail.com

Y12EE2614 KALANGI SAI SINDHURA sindhu.yo@gmail.com

Y12EE2615 KARREDDULA SUPRIYA supriyakarreddula@gmail.com

Y12EE2616 KONJETI HEMA RAJASRI hemakonjeti@gmail.com

Y12EE2617 KOTHAMASU TEJASWI tejasravani95@gmail.com

Y12EE2618 KOUTHARAPU SPANDANA spandanashali@gmail.com

Y12EE2619 KUKKAMALLA SHARAHGRACE sharah95.tenali@gmail.com

Y12EE2620 KURAPATI LAKSHMI SAROJA sarojakurapati@gmail.com

Y12EE2621 MADDIRALA ANITHA anithamaddiral57@gmail.com

Y12EE2622 MALAPATI SUBHASHINI subha140495@gmail.com

Y12EE2623 MAMIDI SANDHYA RANI mamidisandhya23@gmail.com

Y12EE2624 MEDAGAM HEMA LATHA 095hemalatha@gmail.com

Y12EE2625 MEDARAMETLA TRIVENI mTrivenieee@gmail.com

Y12EE2626 NAGISETTY MAHESWARI nagisettymaheswari@gmail.com

Y12EE2627 NATTALA SURYA LATHA suryalatha1995@gmail.com

Y12EE2628 NIDUMUKKALA VENKATA PAVANI pavani.nidumukkala07@gmail.com

Y12EE2629 PAMULAPATI GAYATHRI pgayathri2031@gmail.com

Y12EE2630 PANGULURI ASWITHA aswithapanguluri@gmail.com

Y12EE2631 PATHAN ALLABHAKSHUBI bhakshubi@gmail.com

Y12EE2632 PELLURI NAGAMANI nagamani.pelluri15@gmail.com

Y12EE2634 PENUMETCHA POOJITHA poojapenumetcha@gmail.com

Y12EE2635 PERAM DEEPIKA perameee@gmail.com

That which does not kills us  makes us stronger.
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Y12EE2636 PISUPATI SOWJANYA pisupati95@gmail.com

Y12EE2637 PUSHADAPU RAMYA ramyapushadapu579eee@gmail.com

Y12EE2638 REPALLE MOUNIKA mounika08.repalle@gmail.com

Y12EE2639 REPALLE SWATHI swathirepalle24@gmail.com

Y12EE2640 REPURI JERUSHA SHINY jerushashiny.repuri@gmail.com

Y12EE2641 SAMA PRAVALLIKA pravallika24.sama@gmail.com

Y12EE2642 SHAIK SUSHMA SULTANA sushmask1996@gmail.com

Y12EE2643 SURINENI VENKATA LAKSHMI surinenivenkatalakshmi@gmail.com

Y12EE2644 SYED ASIFA syedasifa95@gmail.com

Y12EE2645 TADISETTY SRIDEVI sridevitadisetty22@gmail.com

Y12EE2646 TALASILA DEEPIKA deepika.talasila17@gmail.com

Y12EE2648 THONDAMALLA PRASANNA thondamallaprasanna@gmail.com

Y12EE2649 THOTAKURA SUSMITHA susmitha.pinky27@gmail.com

Y12EE2650 VAKA LAKSHMI TIRUPATAMMA lakshmivaka18@gmail.com

Y12EE2651 VELIVELA SRILAKSHMITIRUPATAMMA velivalasrilakshmi@gmail.com

Y12EE2652 VINNAKOTA VOOHA CHANDRIKA voohachandrika@gmail.com

Y11EE2665 RAVIPATI LAKSHMI KUMARI lavanyar2010@gmail.com

L13EE2721 JETTI SWAPNA KUMARI jettiswapna8@gmail.com

L13EE2722 MODHUKURI USHARANI M.usharani1994@gmail.com

L13EE2723 SIDDINENI SIREESHA siddinenisirisha@gmail.com

L13EE2724 T.DHANALAKSHMI dlakshmi430@gmail.com

L13EE2725 VANAMA ARUNA KUMARI arunakumarivanama@ gmail.com

L13EE2726 VELCHURI JAYASRI jayasrivelchuri@gmail.com

L13EE2727 VINNAKOTI SIVA PARVATHI v.siva285@gmail.com

L13EE2728 VUNDAVALLI VENKATA SAI SIRISHA vundavalli.subbarao@gmail.com

Growth is the only evidence of life.
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EDITORIAL BOARD
Dr.D.V.LAKSHMI, VICE-PRINCIPAL

C.V.LAKSHMI, ASST PROF., DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

SK.SHABANA, ASST PROF., DEPARTMENT OF CSE

N.KAVITHA, HOD, DEPARTMENT OF CSE

Y.ARUNA  KUMARI, ASST PROF., DEPARTMENT OF CSE

G.KRISHNA VENI, HOD, DEPARTMENT OF ECE

B.RAMYA  BANU, ASST PROF., DEPARTMENT OF ECE

I.HARIHA, HOD, DEPARTMENT OF EEE

J.VASANTHI, ASST PROF., DEPARTMENT OF EEE

G.SUSMITHA, ASST PROF.,DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

STUDENTS
NAME BRANCH
P.HIMA SAILAJA CSE

SK.AFSHAN RUHI CSE

V.LIKHITHA BHARGAVI CSE

Y.SAI PRANEETHA CSE

S.NIHARIKA ECE

CH.SANTHI ANGEL ECE

S.AKHILA TEJA ECE

S.VIJAYA RESHMA ECE

A.L.SIRISHA ECE

T.PRATHYUSHA ECE

A.KRISHNAVENI ECE

T.VASANTHI EEE

P.SRAVANI EEE

K.MEGHANA KRISHNA EEE

P. L. JAHNAVI EEE
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Trust, but verify.
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OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH GATE
Dear Students,

Congratulations to all the students of Bapatla Women's Engineering College, Bapatla, on the
occasion of releasing the magazine. Magazine is a powerful instrument to give information about many
things in shortest time. I hope that you all are doing good in academics, it is also very important to plan
for your career as an engineer. I am very happy to give some important information about your career
through GRADUATE APTITUDE TEST IN ENGINEERING (GATE).

Advantages of GATE Score :
i) GATE examination score has become compulsory for employment as Graduate Engineer, Man-

agement Trainee, Scientific Officer in many Public Sector Units (PSU) which are working under
Govt. of India.

Some of PSU’s are...
1) Mazagon Dock Limited, 2) Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd., 3) GAIL (India) Ltd., 4) Neyveli
lignite Corporation Limited, 5) Central Electronics Limited, 6) Indian Oils, 7) HPCL, 8) NBCC, 9)
NHPC, 10) BHEL, 11) NTPC, 12) ONGC, 13) Oil India, 14) Power Grid, 15) BARC 16) National
Fertilizers Limited, 17) DRDO, 18) NHAI, 19) HAL, 20) IOCL and many more.

Selection Procedure :
a) Valid GATE score weightage 60% to 80%. Remaining through Group discussion & Interview.
b) Salary and Other facilities
* During training period of 6 months to 18 months around Rs.4 lakhs to Rs.5 lakhs per annum.
* After training period starting package around Rs.8 lakhs to Rs.12 lakhs per annum.
* Medical Claim, Quarters, Subsidised Canteen Facilities etc., will be provided.
* Consistent growth in employment with promotions upto 60 years (Retirement)
* Retirement benefits.

c) Reservations :
* OBC, SC, ST, PH reservations applicable in recruitment, consideration for Women Candidates.

ii) Admission into Postgraduate programs and integrated Ph.D. Programs in world wide reputed insti-
tutes like IIT’s, IISC, NIT’s along with stiffened of around Rs. 12,000 per month during the course
period.
For Post Graduates from these institutes Multi National Companies are offering packages around
Rs. 15 lakhs to Rs. 2 Crores per annum.

iii) Some Universities in Singapore, Germany, United States of America, are giving priority for stu-
dents having valid GATE score for admission in to Post Graduate Programs.

Other Advantages of GATE Examination preparation :
i) Syllabus of Engineering Services examination is almost 70% same as that of GATE Syllabus.
ii) GATE preparation always elevates the marks in academics of B.Tech., / B.E. for the students who

are preparing from their IInd year B.Tech., onwards.
Being an Engineering student every one has to aim for the highest and achieve the best.
Minimum of one year continuous committed hard work always gives best result in GATE exami-
nation. All the best to all Engineers who are preparing to build a better society for better world.

B. SUGUNAMRUTHA RAO
Chairman & Managing Director

RAO’S Engineering Academy

A Warm Smile is the universal language of kindness.
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Our  Sincere  Thanks  to all

the  Staff  and  Students

who  participated actively

and Supported us

to make this 4th edition of the

 LUMINOUS magazine

 a  grand  success

3rd Year Students
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Discipline is the bridge between goals and accomplishment.
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